**Sunrise Elementary PBS Lesson Plan**

**Skill:** Being responsible, having integrity, being safe, and being enthusiastic.

**Setting:** Bathroom (Middle School)

**Read Aloud to Students:**
Today we are going to discuss the procedures of the bathroom.
- Wash hands with soap
- Flush toilets
- Use facility quickly and quietly
- Keep water in sink
- Report problems
- Keep restroom clean

**Teacher Models for Students:**
*Example:* Take students into the appropriate bathroom (boys or girls). Have 3 students enter separate stalls and demonstrate how to use the automatic flush button. Point out to girls the location of trash cans between stalls. Model for students how to operate soap dispenser (one pump of soap) and rinse and dry hands. Before exiting the bathroom, explain to students that they should report any problems to an adult immediately.

*Nonexample:* Two teachers enter a stall loudly, leaving the door unlocked, and mock flushing an inappropriate item down the toilet. Teachers exit bathroom without washing hands. Discuss incorrect behaviors with students.

*Example:* Teacher models all appropriate steps to using the bathroom.

**Student Role Play:** Students model all appropriate steps to using the bathroom with teacher feedback.

**After the Lesson:** After returning to the classroom, allow time to discuss further and answer questions. If any problems arise, re-teach the lesson or seek additional resources.

*All lessons are revisited as needed throughout the school year.*